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A I4JLTIC}iANNEL SINGL FREQUENCY RADIO CONTROL SYSTEI 

CHAPTER 1 

INT RODUC ION 

In recent years the Federal Communications 

Commission has opened the 27.255 C and 455 LC radio bands 

ror public usa'e. These citizens' bands, as they are 

called, must be used with reistered transmitters. 

however, it is not necessary for the operator to nass 

an examination, as has been the case In the past. 

The openin! of these bands has resulted In wide- 

spread usase of radio control and there are an estimated 

civarter million transmitters operatinr on those f re- 

cuencles at the present time. With the increased use 

of radio control there has arisen an 1ncreasInr demand 

for multicharmel equipment on these frequencies for 

:reater controllability. 

Commercial suppliers of radio control equipment 

on the cltizen& bands have been able to meet ttiese 

demands to a limited degree but with certain oerformance 

failincs. 
The more successful commercial systems will be 

examined for the essential features of a good multi- 

channel radio control system. Various other systems of 

merit will also he considered.. The objective is to 

combine the desirable features of several basic systems 
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into a mu].t.ichannel radio control system which will meet 

aU of the desired criteria of a rood radio control system. 

To date, two-channel radio equipment is available 

from coverai manufacturers and is oulte reliable. There 

is lso ecuirnent available l'or up to eight channels 

however, with more than three ctminnels, the equipment 

requires frequent maintenance, Is very costly, and 

recuires an experienced operator. 'oreover, only two of' 

the eitht channels may he used at the same time. 

Obviously, there is much to be desired in the available 
radio control systems. ihat should a desirable system 

feature? Can the available equipment and dea i-ns be 

improved upon? 

The latter ouestion will be discussed in subse- 

quent chapters: as to the first, it may be answered best 

by considering what there is to work with and to what 

uses the system may he put. The more desired features 

a*e listed below and each will be examined in detail. 
It should be remembered that these will apply for any 

single frequency system, whether or not on the citizens' 
bands. 

1. A competitive price 
2. Light weight 
3. Sinple radio frequency operation 
4. Interference resistance 
5. RWh"edness 

. Ease of operation 
7. Small size 
8. As many channels o control as possible 
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Competitive Price 

Since the citizens' hands were provided to r-ive 

radio control to the masses, small businesses, and other 

similar applications, any system developed must provide 

not only substantial improvements over existiní. equipment 

but must not be complex and prohibitively costly. 

Liht 'eiht 

There are many aircraft applications, and the 

radio control of model sircraft is the reatest market 

for equipment at this time. Applications such as these 

will require very low total receiver weiphts if the systen 

is to be aceeDtable. 

Single Radio Frequency Operation 

Operation on either of the two frequencies allotted 

by the Federal Communications Commission requires a permit. 

For organizations and businesses which can show proper 

need, the Federal Communicstions Commission will allot 

examination-free treciuencies other than the two citizens' 

bands, but in any case desirable control must be achieved 

on a limited number of radio frequencies. It may be 

possible in some cases to make use of the large quantity 

of equipment already on the market without modifications. 



Interference Resistance 

One of the disadvantaEs of usinf a citizens' band 

is the interference due to the iaro nun.ber of operators. 

The Ieder'a1 Communications Commission has limited the 

input power of transmitters used on these bands to a five 

watt maximum in an effortS to reduce this interference. 

Traffic sirìals in metropolitan areas cre bein operated 

durino- rush hours and emerrencies by radio control. 

oreover, the five watt power limit does not apJy in these 
instances. Add to this an estimated quarter of a million 

privately-owned transmitters and there are serious 

interference Droblems. r'ood system, therefore, should 

be able to reject extraneous sLrnals, or recover quickly 

from the disturbing impulse. 

Ruíredness 

Citizens' band equipment must not be frari1e. 

it is intended for use by the inyman as well as the 

professional and the layman's only concern is whether it 

will work and keep working. EquiDment des1ned for such 

versatile applications must be able to take the jolts 

the public will most certainly deliver. 

Ease of Operation 

$ince the equipment would be available for general 



use, its oeration should be as simple as possibe. If' 

too complex, much of its wide appeal and usefulness will 

be lost. 

biz 

f ood systew would be compact and easily installed, 

especially ihere space is st. a premium. Present five and 

eight channel units nre extremely compact, and any 

competitive system should not have appreciably rore 

volume. 

Channels 

All of the above criterin are nffected adversely 

by an increase in the number of channels, yet there must 

be a number cf' such channels of operation if more than 

onìe task is to be controlled by radio. The question, 

then, is how many channels? Each application will dictate 

this requirement, and it would be nice if one could 

desi.n for each case. This of course is economically 

unsound. A maximum of' elEht channels are now available 

commericslly snd with certain compromises which will be 

discussed later, it is Dossible to obtain radio control 

systems having. only the nurber of channels necessary, 

provided no more thsn eit are required. For more than 

e1ht channels there is no choice, for there are no 



commercial systems available on the citizens bands which 

provide more than eight channels. 

The desire for more channels was strong,, and as 

commercial equipment became available new uses for radio 

control were found and even more channels desired. It 

was this process th. lead from the orLTinal snrle 

channel equipment to the present eight channel equipment. 

Again model aircraft radio control users are responsible 

for this effort to obtain more controllability. They 

renresent all but a very small nercente of the over a 

quarter million citizens band operators. They were 

responsible for the industry's development of the present 

eiht channel ecuipment. 

The recuirements for a multichannel sin:le fre- 

quency radio control system have been mentioned and are 

strinr ent in themselves. It can be seen that the weight, 

size, ease of operation and cost are very severe limita- 

tions when applied to model aircraft. oreover, the 

renuests of a quarter million consumers are not easily 

irnored. 1ortunately, a system suitable for model 

aircraft and meetin the rest of the desin criteria will 

be suitable for even more varied uses and will be 

conservatively desined. 

In view of the increasing need for more control, 

ten channels should be a minimum. Any new desirn should 

be easily adapted to increasing the number of channels 
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above ten, s future needs and demands arise. 

A r9dio control system with ten or niore channels 

of control is now desirable. Operation should be on 

only one frequency if advantalro Is to be taken of the 

citizens' bands, and there Is no way to obtain more than 

one channel except by codin the transmitted sir'nal in 

sorno manner. oreover, this system must have stability, 

inherent rupedness, li,ht weirht, and small volume. 

In the foliowin, chapters, basic methods and 

typical systems are considered, keeping in mind the fore- 

going criteria. ll of the systems discussed are found 

lacklnr in one or more of the features considered 

essential. Ihe meeting. 01' these requirements necessitated 

the dosI,n of a new system and some of the more desirable 

features of the systems under discussion have been 

incorporated into this new system. 



CHAPTER 2 

CODING XTHODS 

In finding a suitable control system all the 

deeic-n criteria in the foregoing chapter must he kept 

in mind; however, consider at this time only methods 
of more than one cbannel of operation from 

one radio frequency. This is perhaps the most critical 

feature, as all the other design parameters will ilmit 

themselves accordinly. 

It has already been mentioned that the only 

method of obtainin, multiple channels on a sile radio 

frequency is throWh a coded signal, and there are 

several means of doing this, i. e. amplitude modulate, 

frequency modulate, and pulse modulate. !11 three may 

be combined in any manner. Their combinations and 

decodinE techniaues will be considered later. 

Amplitude Jodulation 

Consider a radio frequency carrier arr:plitude 

r;i 

[SI 

modulated with two different audio frequencies, 2500 cps 

and 4000 cps. If each audio frequency carries different 

information there will be two distinct channels, since 

infonnatlon on 2500 cps will not be observed by the 

4000 cpB circuit nd conversely. There may now be s 

many such channels as recuired by simply adding additional 
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audio freiuencies for each desird channel of operation. 

Varying Signal Strength 

This method allots a riven signa1 strength ta 

riven information. To perform a control function requires 

that a sipna1 voltage at the receiver of a fixed amount 

operate that function. Since the signal strength of the 

transmitter can he controlled, any number of such channels 

can he obtained. 

Pulse Codes 

Certainly there is no limit to the number of bays 

in which the carrier may be interrupted or pulsed. 

Ïberefore, these pulsing methods must be classified into 

types for clearer analysis. The cuostion, in what ways 

may the carrier be interrupted, immediately arises. 
1. Varying pulse width, constant period- Varying 

the time width of a pulse of energy from the transmitter 
amounts to merely turning on the carrier for a specified 

portion of the period. One control function may now 

be allotted to a certain degree of f asymmetry. Assigning 

different ratios to different functions will give the 

required number of channels. 

2. Numerical secuence- If the signal is trans- 

mitted in short pulses of enery, these pulses can be 

simply counted. For example, let nine pulses represent 
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one function, seven another, and so on. Ihus, by allot- 

tInF' ten pulsee one may have ton separate functions. 

3. Sequence (pulse presence or onission)- 

Consider a unit which will send ten pulsee oÍ' constant 

width and spacing. With the foreç.oing numerical system 

it was possible to have ten different functions corre- 

spondin to 1, 1-2, 1-2-3, 1-2-3-4, etc. There are 

many rore combinations than this, however, and if the 

system senses a pulsess îresense or absense in its 

proper seìuence, tbe number of possible channels i 

:reatly multiplied. A method of indicating, the beinnin 

of each cycle by means of an abnormal pulse lenth for 
example will complete the system. iovever, 11' the coder 

cycles through a fixed and known tine period, it will 

also know when the cycle begins. it cn be seen that 

the possible number of' combinations are 1 + n, where 

n is the nu:ber of possible pulses er cycle. Thus, a 

ten pulse system hss 3,628,801 combinations 

4. Varyinr rate- The methods of orientinç the 

pulses and spaces have now been covered however, 

another thins may be done to the pulses. The rate at 

which the pulses are sent can be varied. This aoplies 

to all of the previous systems. ABsi:nin, different 

repetition rates to different functions will allow 

distinct channels of operation. Note that the numerical 

and pulse presence systens, excepting the latter's 
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continuous cycle modification, may incorporate this 
feture as an addition without inairinT normal oreration. 



CHAPTER 3 12 

AUDIO FRLQUENCY DECODERS 

Tuned Reeds 

Every bar 01' metal has an Infinito number of 

fundamental frequencies determined by its support, 

shape, 1oadini, and material. When such a beam Is 

excited at its lowest natural fquency, the amplitude 

of Its oscillation is preatest. 

The thin ferromagnetic reeds of Flure 1 are 

trimrried to various lençths in order to provide different 

natural frequencies. The fundamental frequency of each 

reed must not be a multiple of any of the other 

frequencies. This frequency should not be too high, 

for a pliant reed with Its lar er amplitude at resonant 

frequency is desirable. 

Reeds of substantial 1enth are cantilever 

mounted over one pole ol' an electromagnet, the reed 

itself being, the other polo. The coli of this rnanet 

is connected to the output circuit of the receiver. 

Let 256 cps be one of the control frequencies 

with which the carrier is modulated. The sIE'na1 is 

received, demodulated, amplified, and de1iveed to the 

load which in this case is the bank of reeds. There 

is now a 25( CPB excitation force applied via the 

electromagnet to the reeds; this force is too small in 
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ItBeif to cause any slrnirlcant deflection and is rener- 

ally sinusoidal. A reed that Is to represent this 

particular channel is now trinuned in 1enth until resonant 

frequency is reached as indicated by large deflections of 

the reed. The reed contact screw is than adjusted until 

the reed makeB contact once eac1i cycle and intermittently 

suplies power to its particular relay. The capacitor 

in the relay circuit must store sufficient energy to 

keep the relay closed while the reed is opon. Whenever 

the proper tone is received the reed will vibrate and 

close its relay. 
It would ser tht a number of channels are 

available; however, there are several problems. F1ure 2 

displays a typical frequency response curve which indicates 

that there is not a shar peak at resonant frequency but 

rather a band of frequencies (20,p.83). This band width 

is a measure of the selectivity of the reed. bank. Since 

each reed responds to a band of frequencies it becomes 

increaeinply difficult to assi.n frequenctee which will 

not be multiples of one another. In fact, for the 

example frequency of 25 cs the upper limit must be 

its firste overtone, 512 cns. In addition to this, there 

exists the problem of tone stability In the transmitter, 

made more difficult by the need for small size and 

portabIlity. These problems can best be handled by 

maIntainin' a sufficient rap between tones. 

/ 
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The reed receiver has son'e very r'ood points. Its 

complete audio freouency discriminatin system is the 

reed bank itself. At present eiEht reed units weih as 

little as an ounce and are available from several 

commercial sources. iithin the rast six months several 

companies have ade available conmiete nine ounce, eight 

reed, radio control systems with four pound hand held 

transmitters. These advances have been achieved 

primarily throuiii improvements in to:e stability. Cne 

also has asemi-simultaneous system in the new eight 

reed units i.n that the cbnnel separation is so small 

that one may select a frequency between any to reeds 

and excite both. There are still no more than two 

channels available at one time. Furthermore, simultneous 

operation of all channei is not poss11le. eod receivers 

are also known to be prone to failure due to pitted 
reed contact points. The specifications for a typical 

eight reed receiver will he found in the Receiver 

System Specifications in the Appendix, 

hand Pass Circuits 

Audio frecuenciee may also be separated by other 

means. An electrical analo' of the mechanically 

vibratin: reed may be employed. An example of such is 
an R-L-C circuit as shown in Fiqure 3. Let f(t) 
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represent the rudio frequency current to be passed and to 

'reertt th cQntrol function. :unctn f(t) IS noriìmlly 

sinusoIdal and represents the receiver output. 

At the resonant frequency the impedance to f(t) Is 

s. minimum, and the largest current 1ows. If the voltece 

drop across R Is now plotted aíaInst freouency, Figure 4, 

a peak will occur at this resonant point. is now 

a:'p1ied to the grId of a vacuum tube which has been biased 

to cut-off. hen ER exceeds the bias voltage, plate 

current will flow and operate the 1ate circuit relay. 

All frequencies other than the resonent frequency have 

no effect; only the resonant frequency can cause Its 

particular channel relay to pull in. addiiiona1 

flL-C circuits, one for each audio frequency channel, 

will con1ete a raulticnannel tone eysto. Cornparin 

the versus frequency curve WIth the anp1Itue versus 

frequency curve on the reed system will verify the 

sIri1arity of the two systems. 

Note tbe slope of the - frequency curve as 

resonance is approached. If the relay tube is biased 

marinally to allow only frequencies very close to the 

resonance frequency to initiate conduction, drift In 

frequency will cause trouble. This oroblem may be 

alleviated by se1ectIn a certain band width with the 

center frequency reresentin.: t:e control function. 

The components in the R1-L1-G1 circuit are now adjusted 
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so that 1t reönant frequency the .owet f reçuency 

of the specified band width. NOW notei 

is critically coupled and turned to the upper most 

frequency of the desIred bard width. It will be found 

that ER2 versus frequency has a E,reaer sloe and a 

flattened peaks Fi,ure 4. This circuit will ba leas 

critical, p1v1n good results so I . on as the trans- 

nutted channel frequency stays Within the bend width. 

There may b other audio dIscrininatin methods; however, 

the netbcds discussed are typical aìd opu1ar at this 

tir, because of their basic sixnplicIty and reliability. 

Bandpass filter circuits have some advantages 

over reed syate:s. They have no rnovin, parts and, when 

coupled circuIts are used, they are more t3ierant of 

frequency drift and adjus tment . a1nteianee nroblems 

are almost non-existant, and 'there are rio electrical 

contacts to pit and cause erratic operation or faIlure 

a with reed systems. The bandwidth and harmonic 

problems re still present as are the otber reed 

diffIculties ; hoever, hIgher s .. udlo frequenci a crn 
bc used to allev±zte the former since echanical 

lii!itatIons do not exIste Inductors tend to be larger 

and heavier than reed banks; except for thIs they would 

be used rather than reeds, and for weicht-tolerant or two 

orthreo channel applications they are considered 
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superior. Typical bandpass receiver specifications are 

shown in the Receiver System Specifications of the 

Appendix. 
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ThPULSE DECOL INC 

Varylns3 Amplitude 

Jssign1nr. difÍerent amplitudes for each control 

channel has one Gerious disadvantape. The amplitude 

or siCnal strenpth ii a function primarily of the trans- 

xnitter output, which can be controlled, and of the 

distance the receiver is from the transmittin, mtenna. 

The receiver has no way of tolling whether the si : 

level baa chared or whether the transmitting, distance 

has changed. The seriousness of this problem when 

consïderin such a system for use in aircraft should 

be obvious. The system is useful whore the code units 

are connected by irs, however, 

Numerical Sequence 

A typical numerical sequence system is the 

to1ehono dialing unit which may be directly adapted 

to radio. Figures 5 and 6 show such a coder and decodei. 

The coder will key the transmitted carrier, the receiver 

wil]. pick up the pulsed carrier and deliver it to the 

decoder. The decoder is a stepping, device which is 

indexed one step each time it receives a pulse. A reset- 

rulso must be employed to return the stepper to zero 

followinL', each command. This may be to short pulses, 
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r pulse of loner duration, or any other niethod which 

will not become confused with the normal cod1nE pu1se. 

(ben t.e coder is spring returned and speed E-overned, 

i_s a telephone dialinc unit, the pulses are sent at a 

steady rate with constant pulse duration and seDaration. 

By makin the reset relay a time delay relay, with delay 

time slithtly trroater tbn the normal pulso width, reset 

to zero may be made at any time by keyin the transmitter 

with a pulse of proper duration. 

hon a control occition is selected, seven for 

example, seven consecutive pulses will be sent. The 

stepper rotates as the pulses are sent, etoppin on the 

seventh. pulse at position seven. If delay relaya are 

connected into the stepoer position circuits for use as 

the control relays they will not operate until the 

stepper pauses at the desired channel. 

ith a numerical system of this type a. large 

number of channels are available: however, since it must 

cycle from zero on each control, there will be substantial 

delay until the control function berins. There is no 

provision for simultaneous contro?. while r number of 

channels are possible, the operator must return the 

controls to neutral after each function and before another 

command may be given. The specifications of a typical 

unit may be found in the Receiver System Specifications 

of the Aopendix. 
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Varyin Pulse Width 

A small, circular, permanent manet is nounted 

between the poles of the electrornanet shown in Figure 7. 

js the direct current source is applied to the electroia- 

net it will cause the erianent manet disk to rotate 

until it reaches the stops. ieversinj the pIrity 

causes the armature to rotate in the opDosite direction 

against the other stop. As 1on as a pulse IS not 

received, the armature reîains aainst tiì st,00, since 

the double-pole-sin)le-throw relay is open. When a 

sinal iS received, the relay DU118 in and the armature 

rotates arinst the opposite stop. If the pulses are 

trnsmitted with a piven period of equal on t off timc', 

the armature will be against one stop just as lon- as 

another. Increa3in the pulse rate to about twenty 

pulses per second and damping. the arrrature shaft will 

result in the armature centerin itself half way hetweon 

the poles. The armature will remain here so ?on as the 

carrier remains on fifty percent of the time mid off fifty 

percent of the time. Varyinr these percentar-es will 

result in smooth proortional control of the armature 

oosition. Other actuator types will rive such control 

on rates of as little as five ops; these actuators are 

corrnercially available and weirh approximately one ounce, 

their size bein determined by the shaft load reciuired. 
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CHonerally, the actuator î attached directly to the con 

trolled device and the system Is carried no further; 

however, very often proportional control o± tbi deF:ree 

and only one channel is not desire1. This mt'y than 

be used to increase the available nwnbor of channels. 

Attachinr the actuator to a commutator, Figure 8, 

exactly like the one used in the foregoing numerical 

s4quence unit, Fi.ure , as many channels may be had 

as there are contacts. The contacts may have to be 

arraried other than uniformly around the circle, since 

the rotation of the actuators is P;enerally nonlinear 

with respect to the pulse width; however, this should 

pose no treat difficulties. Aain, time delay relays 

must be employed to prevent operation of unwanted channels 

as their contacts are passed over. This system has two 

important advantaes over the numerical secuence system. 

First, there is no need to reset to zero after each 

operations second, there is no need to bep . in at cero 

each time since the next control position may he reached 

directly. Apain, there is no simultaneous control. 

There can be only a few channels, about five since the 

actuators do not rotate a full 35O and do not follow 

the pulse width with sufficient accuracy. :oreover, 

if' the operator is slow in rnovin' to another position, 

an unwanted channel may be activated when passed over. 

A typical syete&s specifications are shown in the 
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i:ece1ver 3ystezn SpecificationG in the Appendix. 

Pu1e Rate 

f pu1e rate system iflUt provide the desired 

control without reí:ard to the puise idth. Two conditions 

are shown in iure ., relay one closed and relsy one 

open. Uhen relay one closes, the battery sends current 

throwh t}e norrr;ally closed circuit of relay two and 

causes the actuator to rotate against its stop. This 

actuator is similar to that described in connection with 

rulse width decoding, and illustrated in Fiures 7 and 8. 

hil rel.y one is closed, current also flows via the 

normally-open relay one contact th rough L. Note that the 

diode allows no current to flow through relay two. when 

the receiver relay opens the inductive voltage in L, being 

of optosite polarity to the battery, causes current to 

flow throuh the diode and relay two, thus charíin the 

capacitor C. C thon discharges through relay two, helpinc 

to keep it closed momentarily. The actuator thus rotates 
in the opposite direction against the other stoi. 

Regardless of the pulse width the impulse from 

C throup)h relay two is of constant duration, so lon 

as the pulse rate is slow enough that C has time to 

charge to the same voltage. Thus, at some ulserate, 
relay two off timo will equal the innuìse duration, and 

at some other rate t:rìo off time will be sorne fraction of 
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the impulse duration, The actuator will, therefore, 

respond identically to the actuator in the previously 

discussed pulse width system, and it may be used in th 

same capacities. 
A pulse width system may be had by nakin L the 

coil of another actuator. However, relay two operates 

the pulse rate actuator which is uneffected by any chan'.e 

in pulse width. Since relay two responds to pulse rate 

and relay one aifects L by pulse width both systers may 

be operated simultaneously. The same problems exist 

with this system as with the pulse width method. hile 

dual proportional actuators are now used, the unit 

supp1yin the inductive volta.e is rather larve. This 

system is difficult to set up pronerly and the actuators 

follow with even less scouracy than with pulse width 

systems. lurther, since the system operates on pulse 

rate, it is no lon«er possible to damp out the actuator 

oscillatIons. It is for these reasons that this system 

is used only for two channel purposes requirirr a hirh 

decree of control. This system has been in use since 

1954 and specifications are shown in the Receiver System 

Specifications in the Appendix. 

Pulse Iodulation 

There are three forms of pulse modulation- height, 

width, and position. Thch has ts own peculiarities; 
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however, lt will suffice here to deal with but one 

reoresentative form. Consider tbe re1 .. tion between 

amplitude or wave modulation and pulso hei:ht modulation. 

FuTuro 10-A shows an amplitude modulated carrier with 

the dotted line representing the amplitude modulation 

envele. hen the carrier is rectirled by the diode 

circuit of Fiure li, there is a voltage acroes the 

resistor, Figure 10-B. Slant lines to the riEht of each 

peak represent the decay voltage determined by the time 

constant of R and C. This time constant must be large 

compared to the period of the audio frequency for best 

results. 
This latter requirement limits the choice of audio 

and radio frequencies. Practice has shown that with the 

proper time constant a carrier frequency of as little 
as 10 c is compatible with an audio frequency of from 

o to kc, which is sufficient for most turposes. blle 
this appears to be rather marginal, 10 ke l still large 
compared to the lower audio frequencies. The distortion 
accompanying the hiher frecuencies il1 be re<uced by 

cutting. off the higher harmonica in the same filter 
choke used to suppress the 10 ka carrier. This reduced 

efficiency or roll-off at the higher frequencies can 

be corrected by proper audio compensation at the 

receiving end. 

The entire dotted portion of the curve of Figure 12 
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could be eliminated without loss or performance. 

Fiçure 10-C shows that virtually th &ame result is 

obtained with short, positive pulses as is obtained with 

a bave modulated carrier. J is now the pulse repetition 
frequency rather than the carrier rrequency. Thus, 

equivalent results are obtained by pulses transmitted 

at 10 kc via a carrier of 45 £C. for examile, with 

puise height modulation. Figure 12 shos a pulso dura- 

tion of 10 seconds, and a pulse spacing Of 100 seconds. 

The dotted line aE,ain represents the audio f recuency 

modulation envelope. There Is ampio space betwoen pulses 

for additional pulses, each of which could be modulated 

in like manner and would represent another distinct 

channel of intellironco. 

such a system must be synchronized. Further, 

while it appears that there may be any number of channels, 

A. H. Eruinsma Indicates that practice has determined a 

pulse width of 10 microseconds for a 100 micro second 

period (2,p.l-97). With the synchronIzation pulse and 

some small spacing.. between pulses, no more than eipht 

channels can be Included. Gatin circuits must now be 

employed to let through each channel pulse on each cycle 

at the precise moment. Such circuits while not overly 

complex in operation may employ more parts and circuitry 

than some entire systems. oreover, there must be one 

auch atin circuit for each channel. Presently pulse 
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modu1t1on systems require much more circuitry than 

AI or ysteni. This syiteE does 11ow simultaneoua 

operation with a control lap. of only a few micro seconds. 

Its bulk, complexity, and weirht rule lt out a a 

desirable solution for the desiEn requirements laid 

down in chapter one. Receiver System Specifications of 

the Appendix Tives the specifications for a simplified 

e1ht channel system with one audio channel and seven 

relay, or switching, channels. 



CHAPTER 5 

CO!BINED SYSTEMS 

N o tortE? PulBe . 1dt 

instead of sendin an even wave-like audio tone, 

it is possible to distort the tone wave forms to those 

or Fiure 13. Figure 13-A shows a 100 eps wave with the 

narrow portion rectified, and Figure 13-13 shows the same 

wave form with the oposin wide part rectified. Fiure 

13-A is desinated a 20/80 tone, while Fiure 13-r: 

is an 80/20 tone. A pulse width diode bride-detector 

circuit is shown in the upper rirht of iure 14. Ibis 

circuit has the property of deliverinLf. a positive 

voltape at "A" for broad pulsos and a negative voltare 

for narrow pulses. So 1Ofl as the wave shape is 20/80 

and 80/20 this circuit is satisfied without rep,ard 

to the tonal frequency. 

The voltage at HA is led to the grid of' the 

relay tube where for broad pulses the relay is pulled 

in and for narrow pulses the tue i cut off, reieasinF 

the relay. If the transmitter is switched from narrow 

to broad pulses at four cps, the relay will also operate 

at this rate, and by varyinr the relay dwell time the 

customary pulse width system is obtained. 

The waves of YiTures 13-C and 13-D are the saine 

as Figures 13-A and 13-B, except that the frequency is 
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500 cps instead of 100 eps. This does not disturb the 

ulse width detector; however, if the transmitter is 

swItched from 100 to 500 cps with varying dwell time, 

there 11l be another pulse circuit operatInr simulta- 

neously with the first, Figure 13-J. A circuit Is now 

reauired whieb will be insensitive to the pulse widtb 

for this operation; the pulse rste detector in the lower 

right of Figure 14 does this. It delivers a negative 

voltage at for high tones and little, or zero, 

voltage for low tones. 

While the rate and width relays are operatinr, 

there is always tone present. When the third relay tube 

is connected into the negative end of the pulse width 

bridge as shown, its relay will remain open as lon 

as tone Is received. y connecting a simple numerical 

ssauence actuator into the normally open contacta, its 

oDeration may be obtained by momentary interruptions 

of the tone or carrier. Further, by connectinr- the 

power supply for the servo system through the normally 

closed contacts, fall-safe operation is obtained. 

Power Is removed, returning the system to neutral, upon 

failure or erratic operation. The system becomes 

reoperstive upon resumption of normal conditions. 

The advantages, disadvantages, and uses are the 

same for this system as with the previously described 
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pulse width and pulso rate systeri:s. iowever, this method 

does allow the use o damped actuators and an additional 

channel. Three channels is still short of' the required 

minimum of ton, however. 3ecifications will be found 

in the Receiver 3yatem Specifications of the Appendix. 

Compounded Esoapement 

Compound escapements are numerical sequence 

decoders of ver« 11ht weight. hilo nurierical secuence 

detectors have already been briefly mentioned in chapter 

two, these particular types are very popular and are 

combined, or multiplexed iiith other systems. Fiure 15 

shows a typical five arm escapement. Torque is supplied 

to the pawls, or arms, via the shaft pass1n throh the 

escapement arms. As lonrr as the coil is not ener;ized, 

as shown. 

Tho two possible control positions and the 

auxiliary contact are shown on the bottom of Figure 15 

with the necessary pulse sequences for the positions 

shown. For smooth action and reduced skipping, a clock- 

work type ratchetint. unit is attached to the escapement 

shaft; this attachment slows down and noverns the speed 

of rotation. It is possihl to cascade these units. 

By connecting a comparable unit to the auxiliary 

contacts of the first (21,Vol.54,p.22-23). Thus the 
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second unit Is operated by puise units of three, while 

the f1ret unit repeatedly cycles through to the second 

neutral, or auxiliary contact. or example, the third 

position on the second unit would require nine nuises 

in packets of three. The limitations of these units 

are the saine as the numerical sequence units described 

in chapter 1'our. In addition the operator must oerforrn 

and remober the seouence himself. The units also cycle 

throuph the control oositions before reaching the 

desired one. There may be as many as three such cycles 

and nino pulses for cascaded units. They are primarily 

intended for use where size and weirht must be a nilnimuxn. 

P typical installation, where a little more 

control is needed, mifht be a three channel bandpass 

audio receiver. Two of the channels are used normally 

while the third is connected to the compound escapement. 

The t uird tone will still r-ive two control positions 

while providing an additional channel via the auxilia ry 

contacts. This particular installation is very common 

and its specifications aro shown in Receiver system 

Specifications of the Appendix. 

Impulse 1odulation 

The previously discussed impulse modulation 

system offers several methods for inereasin the available 



number of channels. The system decr1bed had one channel 

of audio and seven witch1n channels, all of which wore 

simultaneous with ;2aximwn delay tlme3 of not more than 

loo micro aecondß. There are two methods of 1ncroasin; 

the number Of channels. First, a reed bank may be 

Installed in the audio channel. This almple, lieht 
weiçtht additan will Ive up to seven additional channels. 

Second, each of the other seven channels may be pulsed 

and all of tho benefits of mich systerrs will be obtained. 

These additions are enefic1al and extensive, but they 

have not 3oived the original problem of complexity and 

eiht. The weight is still the hirThest of all systems 

considered 

A Continuously Operatinc. Sequence Selector 

The rrethod of employing a pulse presence and 

pulse absence docoder was presented under iulse Codos 

in chapter to and was seen to have several advantares. 

The two stronr points were its apparently simple opera- 

tion and its vast number of possible control channels. 

A concession must now be made, however. While a given 

pulso arra-:oment does rive a certain channel, lt allows 

only that channel, Thus, (n + i) channels aro available 

but without simultaneous action, an important feature 

originally set down in the design criteria. Moreover, 

the system would require a set of sing1e-pole-doublo-thrc: 
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contacts each position for each channel if the circuits 

are to be isolated as they must be. Tbe result is that 

four pu1e system would bave twenty five channels, but 

at the expense of one hundred sin le-pole-doubie-throw 

càntacts. It is necessary, therefore, to reject this 

use of a pulse presence - absence system in fnvor of a 

new more practical solution al1owin the desired 

simultaneous action. 

A rotary selector or commutator le shown in 

. 
ture l. This unit cycles throup,h the twelve channel 

positions on each revolution of the srm and operates 

continuously. As the arm azses over each channel posi- 

tion, te desired channel will be activated by a pulse 

at that instant; the lack of a puise will leave the 

channel inoperative. If the channel relay is connected 

so that once closed it wil]. remain closed, control of the 

desired channel can be had even after the pick-up arm 

leaves the channel position. The relay ill remain 

closed, however, and there muet be some method of 

releasing lt when control is no loner desired. 

Placln a normally-closed switch in the relay 

holdlne, c±rcuit will complete the system. This switch 

must be positioned so that its operation occurs just 

before the contact arm aaln reaches that particular 

channel position. Now any or all channels may be 

selected at will. Each will receive Its Individual 
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corunands, othr on or off, for every revolution of the 

selector contact arti. There are still limitations 1z 

this syate; however, the seriousness of these short 

cominps must be evaluated only after study and deveiop 

ment brins out their lirits. 

This new desipn appears to be the most promising 

thus far. It satisfies the important reauirements of 

simultaneous operation end number of channels. In this 

respect it is suerior to the others, excepting the 

prohibitively complex and heavy impulse modulation 

Sy8teThs. The entire decoding and coding units are 

independent of the receiver and transmitter emp?oyed. 

They operate separately ad there to be no reason 

why e ny simple receiver and transmitter would not work. 

Thus, it would seem tbt use could be made of certain 

equipment already available How well it meets the other 

requirements will depend upon design problems encountered 

and the actual components used in the system itself. 

This will be covered in the following chapters. 



Decoder 

CHAPTER 6 

ThE CONTINUOUS SEQUENCE SELECTOR UNITS 

The foreoing chapter has explained how the 
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desired decoder will work and hardware rust be desinned 

to accomplish these results. Flr-ure 17 shows the 

schematic diararn tor the decoder circuit. Since the 

transmitter and receiver units must he synchronized, 

one channel position is employed for this purpose, 

1eavifl:- eleven useful ones. There are several methods 

of separatin the synchronous siinal from the normal 

ones; however, the most dIrect and foolproof method 

is to use a two channel transmitter and receiver. Such 

a receiver is the Babcock 3CR - 7. It is a 465 MC 

bandpass unit and was chosen for its lihtweight, rup,ed 

construction, sinultaneous operation, and hih pulsin. 

speed. There are several other two channel units 

available which are also satisfactory. 

For the unit described, with to double-pole- 

sinrle-tirow relays, there are three possibilities - 

closing; relay number one, closin relay number tio, and 

closin" relays number one and two . Relay number to 
will be used to pulse the selector, relay nuiiher one 

will be used for synchronization, and closinr relays 

nunber one and two will he used for channel selection. 
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hen the decoder rotates to the synchronous 

position, It operates the two synchronous switches 

indicated in Figure 17. The normally-closed contact 

removes receiver relay nuniber two and places relay 

number one into this circuit. 3inco the selector drive 

motor circuit also passes throuh the normally-closed 

contact al' receiver relay number two, the selector must 

remain at the synchronous position, until the transmitter 

unit also reaches its synchronous point. At this moment 

the tranamitter will operate relay number one only, and 

the two units will step ofi' in synchronization and normal 

operation. Note that realy number one will operate 

singularly only at the synchronous position. 

The selector drive employs a small i. . ear- 

motor placed in the circuit of F1ure 17 as shown. The 

drive motor rear train has a drag brake which is 

constantly en . ed and which causes rapid deceleration 

of the system whenever ower is removed. Power is deliv- 

cred to the motor via two circuits, excludiw- the 

synchronous position. 4Yirst, the motor is pulsed by 

relay number two, and this pulse will arrive hile the 

selector is posItioned on a normally-open channel location. 

This momentary pulso is not sufuicent to sustain rotation 

of the selector to the next position. 

The normally-open contact of the motor circuit is 
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now closed by a twelve lobe earn mounted coxia1Iy with 

the channel selector, thus continuin . the flow of current 

to the drive rotor between selector pulses. hen the 

motor reaches the synchronous position it will either 

nass smoothly throuh or be drarped down by the brakes 

according to the presence or absence of a pulse. Thus, 

by adjustth the drive motor speed with R to a rate just 
slir-.htly above that of the çrround unit, it Will always 

be held to synchronous speed but will not la behind. 

ByDassinE R in the synchronizinrr circuit, as shown in 

?igure 17, will deliver full battery voltae to the 

motor during, the synchronizinE puise and help to over- 

come any loss in momentur if it should be at rest due to 

nonsynchronization durinr the previous revolution. 

Channel selection is accomplished with a einrle- 
lobe cam and a sinle-pole-sin'le-throw norraliy - open 

contact, one for each channel, is olaced on a cylinder 

at intervals of 30'. The syncIironous contacts, which 

are a stacked pair, occupy the twelfth seRment. One 

is the SinE1e-POlO-5ifl1e-thrOW normally - closed and the 

other i the sinle-pole-sin . le-throw normally -open. 

Adjacent to the selection contacts are the channel - 

release contacts; these contacts are momentarily opened 

as the cam lobe passes to the correspondinp. channel 

selection points. Figure 17 shows how the channel points 
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are connected to their respective double-pole-double- 

throw channel relays. 

dhen the cam lobe closes a Elven normally-open 

contact, that channel relay can be activated via relay 

number one. Note that while ali relays are connected 

to the same common battery, they cannot all be simultan- 

euosly enerized by relay number one as the normally-open 

contact is the last link in the chain. Only one channel 

relay can be closed at a time by the single lobe cam. 

.pulse from relays number one and two will now pull 

in the channel relay and stop the selector on to the 

next Dosition. 

Once the relay la closed, one set of the relay 

contacts are used to hold it in by connect1n the 

battery through the normally-closed contacts. Thus the 

channel relay will hold. itself closed until the selector 
cam aain returns to this position. hen the selector 
cam again reaches this point the normally-closed contact 

is opened, releasln the relay, and the normally-open 

contact immediately closes, readyinç the reIy for 

continuation or cessation of control. 

The relays employed are one hundred ohm, three 

volt units weiphinr' one half ounce each and were 

developed for radio control applications by Jaico 

Products. Channel servos are connected throw:h the 

second set of relay contacts and use the relay power 
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supply thus reducinE the battery roquiretients for those 

cases where the servo voltar.e needs aro the sanie as for 

the aelector drive motor and chann.el relays. 

C od e r 

The coder is mechanically very rrLuch like the 

decodin selector. Firure 18 shos the coder circuitry. 

Tue Earne type drive motor, cam, and mechanical layout 

are used with sorne modifications. First, there are 

no normally-closed contacts, as they are unnecessary, 

and there are twelve nor'nally-olosed contacts arranged 

at 3O intervals as before. All twelve are individually 

connected throu'h their respective control switches 
on the control panel; from there they are connected in 

parallel across the number one audio frequency cyinu 

line. The synchronous position is connected directly 
across its contact, since it must be transnitted on every 

revolution. Thus, at each channel position the respec- 

tive channel switch will overn the eniss1on of audio 

frequency number one and the subsequent closing of the 

channel relay at the receiver ene. 

The selector drive-motor earn in the decoder is 

now modified by the removal of the lobe correspond1n 

to the synchronous location. A normally-open contact 

is placed over the cam and connected to audio freouency 
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switch number two. The contact is adjusted so that it 

closes ìs the noriì'ìally-open cbnrìel selector contacts 

close. It must also be positioned over the miss1n lobe 

iuile the selector caIn Is operatinp the synchronous 

contact. Thus, audio frequency number to pulses are 

transmitted simultaneously with pulses from number one, 

when selected. At, the synchronous position only audio 

frequency number one can be sent. All that is necessary 

to crnplete the codina circuit is to install the variable 

resistor In the motor circuit for speed adjustment, and 

connect the unit into t.e transmitter keying. lines. 

PhOtOpI')hS of the assembled equipment, as 

described, will be found in the Exhibits. 
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CHAPTER 7 

OPErATIONAL PnCBLEr5 AND DESI&N 1OIiIC4TIONS 

Codin Unit 

in ADrI1 of 1956 th first euch system, an eleven 

chtnnel unit, wa desind and test model was constructed 

to ascrtatn the feasibility of the origiaal nr000sal. 

The rsulth were ratifying in that the proposed system 

proved workable. As this was a test unit, there was still 

the problem of a subsequent work1n model which would 

have to perform at hijher rotational speed.s and meet the 

desiçn criteria of weicht, size, ruggedness, and depend- 

ability 

The rirst prototype, an eleven channel unit, was 

comileted in Septerbr or l957 Operation is on 465 C 

and the total weïtht of the complete control system, 

lncludinj: servos and batteries, is sixty-three ounces. 

In its final form the selector system is a small, 

eleven-channel unit weihii approximately telvo ounces. 

Both the coCer and decoder un±ts are such that they can 

he attchot to most dual-channel transmitters and re- 

ceivers, wIth little or no modifications, thus convert- 

n: them to eleven channel operation. This adaptability 

should increase the systems flexibilit.y and. usefulness, 

pertiularly on the active citizen& bands. 

The codin unit is connected directly into the 
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audio section of the trarirnitter. Further, the method 

of key1n the transmitter has been s1iht1y chm:ed. The 

manufacturer Intended for two individuai double-pole- 

double-throw switches to be used with the transrd.tter, 

while the coder Is ired in as two sin'le-pole-sinle- 

throw switches with one side of the s1tches in common. 

This does not seem to have any serlous detrimental effect; 

yet, the multitude of coder contacts, the lone. keyinL: 

leads, and the direct pulsin of the audio tones by tbe 

coder contacts lead to considerable electrical noise. 

It was also found that the siDeed of the drive motor was 

rather erratic, and this disturbed the performance mark- 

edly. This will be covered more thorouhly in connection 

with the decoder. 

Several important chanes are required in the 

coding' unit for Improved performance. irst, the drive 

motor must he chan'ed as the unit used was of poor 

construction arid did not have suitb1e speed reu1etion. 

It would occasionally stop alto.ether, an intolerable 

condition. Reducin. friction and Interference to the 

cam action and its shaft is also in order; this will erse 

the drive motor problem as well. Second, it is possible 

to ali but eliminate the noise roblem by shieldin the 

entire coder and usin six volt remote relays to operate 

the transmitter. These relays may be mounted next to 
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their respective audio sectlonß in the transmitter itse)í, 
and by us1np double-pole-double-throw contacts the 

tranm1tter may be restored to its intended uethoc1 of 

operation. It Was also discovered that double-pole-double- 
throw keyin,. would allow an increase In tbe allowable pulse 

rate from twelve cps to twenty-six cps, which is the 

raximum as specified by the 1ì]anufacturer. Since this 

effectively cuts the control la to less than one-half 

second, a substantial rain is made. Firure of the 

Apendix ehows the redesiíned decoder. Eoth codiní and 

decoding units are mechanically identical. 

Decoding Unit 

Perhaos the most difficult problem with the entire 
system is synchronization, and the coder and decoder must 

be synchrordzed. The same problem exists here as with 

the coder, I.e. th drive motor. The drive motor speed 

must be constant: this it was not. This problem wss 

aggravated further by the erratic operation of its 

counter cart on the transrtittin' end. Even so, the units 

would function very well for initial periods of about 

three minutes. After this time the decoder would beirì 

to la behind the coder and the motor dram brake would 

stop the motor on the synchronous position. The decoder 

would step off of the synchronous position on every other 
revolution until its speed apain was equal to or slirhtly 
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greater thcn that or the coder. It would usually be 

some time before nora1 synchronism would be obtained. 

No amount of adjustment would compensate or correct for 

this erratic operation. 1oreover, as the motors were 

used they became more and more erratic until operation 

ceased. The normal oporatin, period was reduced from 

three minutes to zero. ith the coder changes mentioned 

previously, there is a steady, reliable ainal coming in, 

and a large part of the problem is already solved. 

At this point the decoder drive motor is replaced 

with P twelve-arm escapement unit as shown on the 

redesirnod decoder in the Apendix. The only change of 

circuitry in te decoder is the elimination of the drive 

motor cam and its normally-closed contact. There is no 

reason to doubt the operation of the escapement as the 

original prototype had just such a unIt and functioned 

without fault. Such a unit is insensitive to variations 
in coder pulse rate and eliminates this operatinn . diffi- 
culty comletoly. A r:ear motor drive was proposed for 

its smoother, continuous action. However, in the inter- 
est of reliability and stable operation the escapement's 

advantsr*e is Its ability to index very rapidly to the 

next position where it awaits another pulse. 

All the contacts used in tue decoder are of the 

open-loaf type and aro mounted on the outside. They are 



well exosed for adjustirìt, which Is frecuent since 

they are too easily disturbed. There Is no difficulty 
in their operation however, they leave much to be desired 

from a size arid reliability stand point. 
First, t:e contacts are replsced with very small 

snap-action switches mounted around the cylinder 

In same manner with their actuating buttons protrudin 

throuh drIlled boles Into the Inside of the cylinder, 
as shown in FIure i of the ArpendIx. The switches are 

adjusted so the actuating buttons will protrude throh 
to the inside of the cylinder, the amount of the button 

protruding being the stroke necessary to make good con- 

tact. Now, the selector cam is replaced with an arm 

and a spring-loaded roller. This method will ive 

smooth, Dositive contact action and will enclose the 

contacts, making adjustments a one-time operation. 

Re ce i ve r 

Peceiver rohlems were minor. The receiver did 

follow the fast ulsinp except for a troublesome, 

sticking relay which caused. sorne trouble. These relays 
are hermetIcally sealed and cannot he adjusted; the 

manufacturer realized this shortcomInc and ali units 
of recent ranufacture corne with smaller, open, adjustable- 
contact relays. 



ilie oiñy other chancee that it1iht be mentioned is 

the relacernent of' the channel re1y8. The relays used 

functioned without difriculty; however, at one-half 

ounce each there are five and one-half ounces in relay 

weic-ht alone. The relays are mounted separately in a 

plastic case, 's eown in the ;xhibIts. By usin sraller 

relays, it is possible to mount the decoder, receiver, 

and relays on one chassis rather than separately as 

before. The replacement relays Weißh 0.09 ounces each 

for a total eiht savinr of 3.28 ounces, but t an 

ex'nse of five times that of the oriinals. The 

replacements are desirable but expensive, arid in some 

cases may be justified. Since low cost is one of the 

objectives, however, they are not felt to be desirable 

at least at this tire. 
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The redesigned system has its specifications 

listed with the others in Table of the Appendix. 

Specifications are also Fiven on the system before redesiEn 

but with improved selector drive motors beinr employed. 

Tie features of this redesined system ere enumerated 

bel ow 

i. Sinrle frequency o)eration. 
2. Intrference rejection as cood as the 

receiver employed, and stray, disturbin- 
sirnals cause erratic operatior for no 
more than one-half second, the tute for 
one revolution of the decoder. 

3. I;eliability of a hi h order, rio in- 
dividual components of an unusual 
nature or operating under abnormal 
conditions. 

4. Simple operation. Alipnment permanent 
after the initial set up adjustm-nts. 

5. Size and weight a minimum considerin 
the number of channels. 

5. RWr.edness. 
7. Number of channels desired a question 

of tolerable control la rather than 
any channel nu13]ber limitation. 

3. Simultaneous operation. 
Control la of one-half second for the 
eleven channel system. 

10. eta1l cost favorable with other systems 
of five or more channels. 

11. Adaptability. Coder and decoder attach- 
able to any two-channel receiver for 
eleven channel operation. 

Considerins these features and comparing its 
specifications with other systems in the Receiver System 

Specifications Table of the Appendix. It is felt that 

this system satisfies more completely the recluirements 

of: 



1. Â competitive Drice. 
2. Light weicht. 
3. tn1e radio frequency operation. 
4. Interference resiatance. 
5. Ruggedness. 
o. Ease of operation. 
7. Small Size. 
8. Ten or more channels. 
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Six Channel Reed Receiver 
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Coder 
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Decodinr Selector and Relay l3ank 
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Coder and Control Panel 
4ounted on the 455 ÌC Transmitter 
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Receiver System ounted in Drone 
Aircraft Fuse1ae 
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